Seismic Assessment of an RC Building Using Pushover Analysis
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Abstract—Current research works and observations indicated that parts of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia have low to moderate seismic regions. Major parts of buildings were designed only for gravity load and were poorly detailed to accommodate lateral loads. This study aims to investigate building performance on resisting expected seismic loadings. Two 3D frames were investigated using pushover analysis according to ATC-40. One was designed according to a design practice that considers only the gravity load and the other frame was designed according to the Saudi Building Code (SBC-301). Results showed that the building designed considering only the gravity load was found inadequate. On the other hand, the building designed according to SBC-301 satisfies the Immediate Occupancy (IO) acceptance criteria according to ATC-40.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia lies within a low to moderate seismic region. According to the U.S. Global Survey (USGS) data, earthquakes have been detected recently in Tabuk (2009) and Gizan (2013). In the past decades, the inclusion of dynamic loads in the design of buildings in Saudi Arabia was limited to important huge structures. Recently, the Saudi Building Code (SBC-301) has been released for trial application. This code provides minimum load requirements for the design of buildings and other structures.

Most of existing buildings do not meet the current design standards due to design shortage or construction shortcomings. There are various reasons such as the lack of a national code, the noncompliance with applicable code requirements, the updating of codes, the design practices and changes in the use of buildings. Therefore, existing buildings should be evaluated regarding their capacity for resisting expected seismic effects before rehabilitation works [1].

It is believed that the conventional elastic design analysis method cannot capture many important aspects that affect the seismic performance of the building. The ability of a building to undergo inelastic deformations determines the structural behavior of building during seismic ground motions. For that reason, the evaluation of a building should be based on the inelastic deformation applied demanded by an earthquake, besides the stresses induced by the equivalent static forces as specified in seismic regulations and codes [2, 3].

Nonlinear dynamic analysis is a principally convenient approach. However, it is very complex and not practical for every design. Such analysis faces certain difficulties, such as the complexity of the three dimensional modeling structure, uncertainty of the structural properties, and the randomness of the ground motion data required for analysis. From the practical point of view, this method is not suitable for every design use, and for the time being it is mostly appropriate for research and design of important structure [4-6].

To estimate seismic demands for a building, the structural engineering profession is now using the non-linear static procedure, known as pushover analysis. It is a commonly used technique, which provides acceptable results. The term static implies that static analysis is applied to represent a dynamic phenomenon [7, 8].

Pushover analysis is a series of incremental static analysis carried out to develop a capacity curve for the building. This procedure needs the execution of a nonlinear static analysis of the structure that allows the monitoring of the progressive yielding of the structure component [3]. The building is subjected to a lateral load. The load magnitude increases until the building reaches the targeted displacement. This target displacement is determined to represent the top displacement when the building is subjected to design level ground excitation.

Pushover analysis produces a pushover curve or capacity curve that presents the relationship between the base shear (V) and roof displacement (Δ). The Pushover curve depends on the strength and deformation capacities of the structure and describes how the structure behaves beyond the elastic limit [3, 6, 8].

Structural response to ground motion during earthquake cannot be accurately predicted because of the complexity of the structural properties and ground motion parameters. In pushover analysis, a set of lateral displacement is used directly as design condition. The displacement is an estimate of the
maximum expected response of the structure during ground motion [2, 3].

A. Capacity Spectrum

The building performance level can be determined by target displacement using the capacity spectrum method (ATC 40). The capacity spectrum method allows for a graphical comparison between the structure capacity and the seismic demand. The pushover curve represents the lateral resisting capacity and the response spectrum curve represents the seismic demand.

The capacity spectrum method, which is described in Figure 1, is started by producing a force-displacement curve that considers the inelastic condition. The result is then plotted to ADRS (Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum). The demand is also converted into ADRS format so that the capacity curve and the demand curve are in the same format [9, 12].

\[ s_d = \frac{\Delta_{\text{roof}}}{\text{MPF}_i \cdot \phi_{\text{roof}}^i} \]  

(4)

Where:

- V = base shear
- \( w \) = building load weight
- \( \Delta_{\text{roof}} \) = roof displacement

To convert a demand spectrum from Sa and T format to ADRS format, it is required to calculate the value of \( s_d \) for each point of the curve using the following equation:

\[ s_d = \frac{T^2S_a}{4\pi^2} \]  

(5)

The performance point is obtained by superimposing demand spectrum on capacity curve into spectral coordinate or ADRS format. The capacity spectrum method has been built in SAP2000 program.

According to ATC 40, the performance levels of buildings are as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Very light damage, no permanent drift, structure retains original strength and stiffness, all systems are normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Occupancy</td>
<td>Light damage, no permanent drift, structure retains original strength and stiffness, elevator can be restarted, Fire protection operable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Safety</td>
<td>Moderate damage, some permanent drift, some residual strength and stiffness left in all stories, damage to partition, building may be beyond economical repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapse Prevention</td>
<td>Severe damage, large displacement, little residual stiffness and strength but loading bearing column and wall function, building is near collapse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Nonlinear Plastic Hinge

Pushover Analysis requires the development of the force-deformation curve for the critical section of beams and column by using the guideline in [10]. Such a curve is presented in Figure 2.

\[ \frac{s_a}{s_d} = \frac{V_a}{s_d} \cdot \frac{1}{w \cdot a} \]  

(3)

Point A corresponds to the unloaded condition. Load deformation relation shall be described by the linear response from A to an effective yield B. Then the stiffness reduces from point B to C. Point C has a resistance equal to the nominal strength then a sudden decrease in lateral load resistance to point D, the response at reduced resistance to E, final loss of resistance. The slope of the BC line is usually taken between 0 and 10% of the initial slope. The CD line corresponds to an
initial failure of the member. The DE Line represents the residual strength of the member. These points are specified according to FEMA to determine hinge rotation behavior of RC members. The points between B and C represent acceptance criteria for the hinge, which is Immediate Occupancy (IO), LS (Life Safety), and CP (Collapse Prevention).

II. DESCRIPTIVE OF THE BUILDING TEST

The prototype building is a 6-story reinforced concrete structure, with a height story of 4.0 m. The overall plan is 18x18 square meters. Figure 3 shows the typical structural layout. All beams are 600/400. The columns are 500/500 mm rectangular. The type of soil is soft rock or site class C according to the Saudi Building Code 301.

The structural system was designed using two methods, the first is a design practice that considers only the gravity load whereas the intermediate resisting frame (IMRF) according to SBC 301 was considered for the second. A summary of the model’s assumption is presented in Table II.

In this study, pushover analysis is carried out using the SAP2000 program. A three-dimensional model of structure has been created as shown in Figure 4. Beams and columns are modeled as nonlinear frame elements at the start and the end of element. The FEMA 356 rule, which is built in SAP 2000 with the IO, LS, and CP limit states for hinge rotation have been used for the acceptance criteria. The pushover analysis is executed separately for the two designs. The pushover analysis is achieved using a displacement control strategy, where the building is subjected to the lateral load pattern until the roof displacement reaches a target value. The minimum number of state used is 10 and the maximum is 100.

Pushover analysis is performed in Haql, which is the most severe seismic zone according to SBC-301 [11] and the type of soil is soft rock or site class C. A summary of seismic site parameters are presented in Table III.

SBC-301 provides the required minimum standards for the equivalent lateral force procedure of seismic analysis of a structure as presented in Table IV. The design response spectrum is developed as indicated in Figure 5.
### III. ANALYSIS RESULTS

Pushover curves for the building for both designs are presented in Figure 6. These curves represent the global behavior of the frame with stiffness and ductility. Under incrementally increasing lateral load, the structural element may be yield sequentially. At every step, the structure experiences loss in stiffness. Therefore, the slope of the pushover curve is gradually decreasing.

The comparison of the pushover curve shows that the stiffness of the frame is larger in IMRF (SBC301) compared to the gravity load design. This means that SBC design has a greater capability to resist lateral load (seismic load) than the gravity load design.

The performance point has been obtained by superimposing the demand spectrum on the capacity curve into spectral coordinates as shown in Figures 7 and 8. At every deformation step of the pushover analysis determine plastic rotation hinge location in the elements and hinges reach the FEMA limit state, which are IO, LS, and CP using colors for identification (Figures 9 and 10). The steps at which the three limit states of plastic hinges are reached and the corresponding values on the pushover curve are obtained from Figure 7 and 8.

For gravity load design, the structural frame is not satisfactory because the lower columns yield exceed C (Collapse) condition. On the other hand, although most elements in IMRF design are in yield condition, the damage of the structure is still limited since yielding occurs at event B (yielding) to IO (Immediate Occupancy).

| SEISMIC DESIGN PARAMETER |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| R | I | H | T_a (s) | Cs |
| 4 | 1 | 12 | 0.412 | 0.152 |

![Fig. 5. Design response spectrum](image)

**TABLE IV.**

![Fig. 6. Pushover curve](image)

![Fig. 7. Capacity spectrum for gravity load design](image)

![Fig. 8. Capacity spectrum for IMRF according to SBC](image)

![Fig. 9. Plastic hinge formation for gravity load design](image)
IV. CONCLUSION

The test building is investigated using pushover analysis. These are conclusion obtained from this analysis:

- Pushover analysis can identify weak elements by predicting the failure mechanism and account for the redistribution of forces during progressive yielding. It may help engineers take action for rehabilitation work.
- Pushover analysis is an approximation method based on static loading. It may not accurately represent dynamic phenomena.
- The results show that design considering only gravity load is found inadequate. Therefore, a structural engineer should consider earthquakes in designing building.
- On the other hand, the building that was designed according to SBC-301 is satisfactory. The performance point location is at IO (Immediate Occupancy) level. It means the design satisfies pushover analysis according to ATC-40.
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